Agenda for
Strategic Planning Vision/Setting Direction
Retreat
Location: Central Campus Career Center
Date: September 25
Time: 8:00-3:00

Outcome

Activity

Facilitator/
Time

Learn the purpose of today’s
Visioning Retreat.
Answer the question: Where
do we want to be?

Welcome

Superintendent
Kenny Lee
CEC Facilitator
Perry Soldwedel,
15 MIN

Reflect on input received from
the Data Retreat.
Answer the question: What
feedback will we use to
accurately adjust our SWOT
Analysis?

Review by table teams the input received
from the Data Retreat SWOT analysis from
stakeholders and make any adjustments.

Set outcomes for the Visioning Retreat.

Investigate a Preferred Future: Each table team will begin their
Electronically learn about some investigation through a homework
assignment
schools/districts who are
inventing the future
Answer the question: What
can we envision as to how the
district should look, sound
and feel 5-10 years from now
to make it a better place to
learn and work?

Teams will explore: Illinois Vision 2020
(video and document)
Table teams will select a participant for
each of the six investigations
Participants will regroup into six
investigation tables. Each table team will
spend 45-60 minutes completing their
investigation and preparing their poster.
Each table team will make a 10 minute
presentation to share their takeaways for a
preferred future for Belvidere District 100.
Each group will share with all other table

Director of
Community
Relations
Dave DiLorenzo
5 MIN
CEC Facilitator
Perry Soldwedel
40 MIN
Perry Soldwedel
60 MIN Exploration
10 min Break
50 MIN
Presentation Time

teams
The points shared will be things we might
consider as we identify how we want the
district to look, sound and feel differently
five - ten years from now.

Preview a Preferred Future
Statement

Learn about how mission and vision are
foundational to strategic planning.

Answer the question: How do
we want to be different 5
years ahead from how we are
today?
Lunch

React to a Preferred Future Statement

Preview a draft of the
Strategic Goals

Learn about how goals are foundational to
strategic planning.
Review Past District scorecard

CEC Facilitator
Perry Soldwedel
60 MIN

45 min
12-00-12:45
Director of
Community
Relations
Dave DiLorenzo
District Scorecard

React to Long-Range Goals and Measures

Perry Soldwedel
CEC Facilitator
40 MIN

Identify Key Strategies for
Action Planning to address
critical gaps.

ACTIVITY FIVE: Reflect on SWOT
analysis and Preferred Future
Statement.

Perry Soldwedel
CEC Facilitator

Answer the question: What
did we learn from our SWOT
analysis and from our
Preferred Future Statement
that are the critical gaps
(strategies) that need
attention to move us closer
to our Vision?

Identify 3-8 strategies that are the most
urgent to address that if addressed will
move the district toward further
accomplishment of its preferred future
mission, vision, values/commitments
and goals.

Set the stage for the Final
Meeting of the Plan Team

Discuss role of team members in sharing
the learning from the Visioning Retreat
with constituent groups.

75 MIN

Conduct a Gallery Walk to see
similarities and difference in table
teams’ strategies.
Perry Soldwedel
CEC Facilitator
15 MIN

Preview the agenda for Setting Direction
Retreat.
Reflect on the Day.

Adjourn

3:00pm

